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2010 has been an incredible year for Swiber, as we marked several big milestones:
For the corporate side we had the very successful Kreuz Subsea IPO and the
acquisition of Vallianz; for the business side, we had various contracts awarded,
marked completed projects for MOGE and Shell and launched three construction
vessels: Swiber PJW3000, DLB Aziz and1MAS 300.
One of the most remarkable growths that I noted was in our corporate giving: we
have launched new scholarship programs in Yangon, Myanmar and in Nias,
Indonesia and have supported Jane Lee in her quest to climb the Seven Summits – in
addition to the CSR efforts that we are currently involved in. This just goes to show
that as we grow as a company – the ability to help – to make an impact on other
people’s lives also grows. This is truly the essence of success: that we succeed not
just for ourselves but for others as well.
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At the very first day of this New Year, we were greeted with good news as Swiber
India was awarded the certificate of completion for the successful installation of PL
jacket for our BG-PL Project. This indeed, is a very good start for us, as we mark the
5th anniversary of Swiber as a publicly listed company this year. Through the years,
we have been guided by our two corporate philosophies: Cause No Harm and
Emotional Excellence at the Workplace. This year, I enjoin you to ingrain into our
corporate culture another corporate strategy, which I believe, will help us
tremendously in achieving operations excellence. This is an exciting thing to look
forward to this year.

QHSE
26 Expanding Consciousness
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While the economy is steadily recovering and the oil price forecasted to grow by 4%,
and our bid book currently at $5B, big opportunities lie in wait for us. But
competitions lie in wait too. One way to win-out is to be cost-innovative in the way
we do things, from the corporate and technical and cascading though our
operations. We will remain one step ahead if we are vigilant with our current
resources and maximizing in full our current capabilities. Whatever role you may
play in Swiber, make the conscious effort to eliminate wasteful habits and be
innovative in improving your efficiencies.  Treat Swiber as you would do your home
– for it is truly your second home, your second family.
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“As we grow as a
company – the
ability to help – to
make an impact on
other people’s lives
also grows. This is
truly the essence
of success: that we
succeed not just for
ourselves but for
others as well”

Swiber and Rawabi Launches 500MT
Derrick Pipelay Barge – Aziz
-

First vessel delivery for the Group’s joint venture with Rawabi Group
Major step forward towards servicing customers in the Middle East region

Press Release: 30 Nov 2010

Swiber announced the official launch of Aziz – 500MT Derrick
Pipe- lay Barge (“DPB”), held 29 November at the Newcruz
Shipbuilding and Engineering Shipyard, in 23 Tuas Crescent.

Countries. These two vessels embody our geographical focus
in what we believe to be the two most promising regions for
us.”

The Aziz is a 500 ton Derrick Pipelay Barge jointly owned by the
two partners, Swiber and Rawabi. With an overall length of 112
meters, it is well equipped with pipelay capability of up to 60”
diameter, and accommodation capacity of 300 men.

Mr. Abdulaziz Ali Alturki, Rawabi Group Chairman, said “We
are proud to have partnered with Swiber in this business venture. Today we have reached a significant milestone in terms
of owning our first vessel. However, we believe that this is
only the beginning. We see tremendous opportunities in the
offshore oil and gas industry in Saudi Arabia, and we are excited to be riding this growth trend.”

To celebrate the launch, Guest of Honor, His Excellency Dr.
Jamil Mahmoud Merdad, Ambassador of the Royal Embassy of
Saudi Arabia, Mr. Leong Teng Chau, Divisional Director for Environment & Engineering Services of IE Singapore, Mr. Raymond
Goh, Executive Chairman of Swiber, Mr. Abdulaziz Ali AlTurki,
Rawabi Group Chairman (“Rawabi”), Mr. Francis Wong, Group
President and CEO of Swiber, Mr. Osman Ali Ibrahim, Rawabi
Group President and CEO, key executives from Swiber and
Rawabi, as well as an array of invited guests, witnessed the
launching ceremony of Aziz.
Lady Sponsors, Mrs. Ging Goh wife of Swiber’s Executive Chairman and Mrs. Faizah AlDakheel wife of Rawabi Group Chaiman,
marked the ceremony with the time-honoured Navy tradition
of breaking the bottle of non-alcoholic champagne across the
bow to formally launch the vessel.
Mr. Raymond Goh, Executive Chairman of Swiber, said “Today,
we mark a major milestone in our partnership. The launch of
Aziz marks the first vessel delivery for our joint venture and a
major step forward in our capacity to serve our customers in
Saudi Arabia.”

“This vessel marks both our commitment to
as well as our optimism to working in Saudi
Arabia. This is still the world’s largest oil
producing country, and with structural demand
for oil and gas from developing economies
continuing to grow, we foresee tremendous opportunities for the offshore support service sector,
and we intend to be in the forefront in terms of
customer mindshare” added Mr. Goh.
“For Swiber, we are glad to be launching our third vessel this
month following the launch of the Swiber PJW 3000 in early
November. The Swiber PJW 3000 was meant to be deployed
to perform EPIC work largely in South East Asia, while Aziz will
be deployed mainly in Saudi Arabia and the Gulf Cooperation

Lady sponsors Mrs. Ging Goh and
Mrs. Faizah AlDakheel

His Excellency Dr. Jamil Mahmoud
Merdad, Ambassador of the Royal
Embassy of Saudi Arabia

His Excellency Dr. Jamil Mahmoud Merdad, the Saudi Arabian
Ambassador to Singapore, said “We are delighted with the JV
between Swiber and Rawabi and I trust that this partnership
will extend to both the East and West Coast, from the Gulf to
the Red Sea area. Saudi Arabia is a land of opportunities and
we thank Swiber for its commitment to be in this country.”
Two years ago, Swiber Offshore Construction, subsidiary of
Swiber and Rawabi signed a 50:50 joint venture agreement
and established Rawabi Swiber Offshore Services Company
Limited, a joint venture company, based in the city of Al-Khobar in Saudi Arabia. The joint venture company focuses on
providing services in the field of offshore construction and
bid for Engineering, Procurement, Construction, and Installation (“EPIC”) projects in Saudi Arabia. (Refer to press release
dated October 13, 2008, “Swiber and Saudi Arabia’s Rawabi
in 50-50 JV to target offshore projects in the GCC”).

Sheikh Abdulaziz Alturki

Mrs. Rana AlTurki and son Master Maher Abdulaziz Fawzi

a)

b)

Swiber Launches Aziz Scholarship
The Scholarship program will sponsor underprivileged students from Nias,
Indonesia

Aziz
Thanksgiving
Dinner
After the naming ceremony, a
thanksgiving dinner reception
was held at Shagri-La Hotel, Orchard Road.
It was also during this event that
the DLB Aziz scholarship was announced.
Aziz was the third vessel to be
launched by Swiber in the month
of November.

c)

d)

As a global company, Swiber is committed to give back to
the community where it operates.   This noble tradition
started after Swiber completed its maiden project in Myanmar where 19 students from Yangon were granted full
education scholarship through Swiber Cares, the company’s Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) program.
On 29 November 2010, Rawabi Swiber Offshore Services
Pte Ltd launched its 500MT derrick pipelay barge, Aziz
with a naming ceremony.   To further commemorate the
event, Swiber Executive Chairman Mr. Raymond Goh and
Rawabi Holding Group Chairman Sheikh Abdulaziz Alturki  
launched the DLB Aziz Scholarship. The commitment is to
sponsor the education of 20 new students from Tomorrow’s Hope in Nias, a Singapore-based NGO managed by
Singaporeans Mr. Chris Michaels and wife Shinta.

e)

Mr. Raymond Goh, Sheikh Abdulaziz Alturki and Tomorrow’s Hope Representative
Mr. Alex Chow Kok June

Nias is an island off the western coast of Sumatra, Indonesia which was heavily devastated by the Asian tsunami
of 2004 and an 8.7 magnitude earthquake in 2005 that have left many children orphaned,
fatherless and in dire situations.
The scholarship will provide for the school expenses, books, uniforms and transportation
needs of the students and it will run throughout the useful working life of DLB Aziz.
With the DLB Aziz Scholarship, Swiber Cares will once again extend its helping hands to
Indonesia.  The first time was in October 2009 where volunteer Swiber Doctors were dispatched for an 8-day medical mission to the earthquake victims of Padang.

About Tomorrow’s Hope

a) Group CEO and Group President
Mr. Francis Wong on his opening
speech
b) Mr. Raymond Goh with guests
and other Swiber senior managers
c) Rawabi Group President and CEO
Mr. Osman Ali Ibrahim
d) Mr. Goh presenting the crystal
with lasered Aziz image to Sheikh
Abulaziz Alturki
e) Mrs. Ging Goh together with the
Alturki famiy
f) Mr. Darren Yeo and Mr. Ossama
Muhtasseb
g) Sheikh Alturki and Mr. Goh with
Swiber partner Ms. Joyce Tee
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Tomorrow’s Hope is a Singapore-based
NGO which started its charitable works
in Nias, Indonesia in 1997 together
with its local partner, Yayasan Harapan
Hari Esok (YHHE).

f)

g)

They provided education, healthcare,
and vocational training for underprivileged children.  They have build a complex comprising of a school, a children’s
home and a vocational center which
was mostly funded by the Singapore
Red Cross (SRC) Tidal Waves Asia fund.

The Aziz is a 500 ton Derrick Pipelay Barge jointly owned by the two partners, Swiber and Rawabi. With an overall length of 112 meters, it is well
equipped with pipelay capability of up to 60” diameter, and accommodation capacity of 300 men.
This heavy lift Derrick Pipe-lay Barge is the latest addition to Swiber’s fleet
of construction vessels. Its inclusion will greatly complement and support
Swiber’s order book of offshore oil and gas projects, currently being executed in South Asia, Southeast Asia and the Middle East regions. Soon
after its launching ceremony, Aziz will sail off to perform EPIC projects.

Aziz

Aziz Specs
BOS-Type Offshore Crane 500 MT @
18 m radius, 70T @54m
Liebherr diesel–hydraulic rope
luffing, Model BOS 14000-500
D Litronic
Main Hook Rating 500mT @ min.
Boom Radius
Auxiliary Hook Rating 50mT @ min.
Boom Radius

Pipe-Lay Capability
Hydraulic pipe line up station with transverse
and longitudinal conveyors
Pipe Outer Diameter Range 8” to 60”
Automatic Tensioners 2 x 60 MT
Nominal Pull/SAS
A&R Winch 1 x 120 MT
Welding Stations 5 x Manual or Automatic
NDT 1 x Radiography or UT

Coating/Surface Preparation 1 x set
Welding Machines 16 x 400 Amp
Diesel Welding Generators 2 x 600 Amp
Stinger 1 x 26 m x 3 m equipped with U &
V shape rollers
Rollers ramp 13 sets of V shape rubber coated
rollers
Davits 6 x 30 Tons

SWYBER
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1MAS -300
1MAS-300 is a Pipelay Accommodation Work Barge which is
the successful culmination of Alam Maritim’s vision of building
a world-class offshore company, offering a wide and integrated
range of offshore services.

It represents an important milestone for a Malaysian company
taking the initiative to be self sufficient as a major offshore Transportation and Installation player, as it is one of the few construction barges flying the Malaysian flag.  With a crane capacity of
300MT, 2X60 MT pipe tensioner and 300 men accommodation,
the 1MAS-300 is fullu sufficient and capable of laying most of the
pipelines for the offshore oil and gas projects in Malaysia waters.
It was  launched on 25 November 2010 at Kuala Linggi, Melaka,
Malaysia.  The guest of honor for this even is the Governor of
Melaka himself  His Excellency Tun Datuk Seri Utama Mohd Khalil
Bin Yaakob

Alam Swiber Offshore (M) Sdn Bhd

Vessel Specs
Deck Crane

1 x 300 MT Huisman Pedestal-Mounted Offshore Crane c/w 46m jib
and flyjib
Main Hoist
Static Load Capacity 300 MT/ 9 falls@10 m radius
76 MT/ 9 falls@44 m radius
Dynamic Load Capacity 240 MT/ 9 falls@12 m radius
48 MT/ 9 falls@44 m radius
Auxiliary Hoist 30 MT single line at all radius

Pipe-lay Capability

Clear Deck Area 1,200 m2
Timber Deck Sheathing Area 1,100 m2
Deck Load 12.5 T/m2
Pipe Outer Diameter 4” to 60”
Maximum Pipe Joint Weight 30.00 kg
Pipe Length 40  2.5 feet
Pipe Tensioner 2 x 60 MT @ approx 20 m/min (paying out), Model TEN60H
A & R Winch 1 x 120 MT @ approx 20 m/min(paying out). Model WIN120AR
Applicable Paying-in Speed 16 m/min
Stinger 1 x fixed Stinger 26 m x 3 m fittedwith 4 x V-type & 1 x U-type rollers
Hydraulic Winches 1 x 15 MT Single Drum hydraulic
“A-Frame” winch, ModelME15THAFW line pull 15 MT x 17 m/min
Davit 6 x 35 MT

Swiber is Awarded for
Employee Health Programs

3Q Results Briefing

US$8 Mil ion Revenue on 3QFY2010 by Swiber
- Gross profit surges 79.9% to US$26.5 million on 27.5% increase in revenue to US$122.4 million
- Gross profit margin up 6.3 percentage points to 21.7% Net profit mainly affected by fair value ac
counting and forex losses

Swiber received Bronze Award on its first year of joining the Workplace Health
Promotion Program by the Singapore HPB

- Strong order book of US$800 million
Press Release: 11 Nov 2010

Swiber reported a 27.5% increase in revenue to US$122.4 million for the three
months ended September 30, 2010
(“3QFY2010”), as the Group recognised
contributions arising from the projects
awarded to the Group since November
2009, concentrated in South East Asia and
South Asia.
Gross profit correspondingly surged
79.9% to US$26.5 million in 3QFY2010
from US$14.8 million in the same corresponding period in FY2009 (“3QFY2009”).
Gross profit margin was up 6.3% to 21.7%
in 3QFY2010 as compared to 15.4% in
FY2009.
Net profit however declined 51.3% to
US$8.0 million mainly due to fair value accounting, forex losses and finance costs.
Business expansion efforts also contributed to higher administrative expenses.
Said Mr. Raymond Goh, Executive Chairman of Swiber, “We remain confident with
the opportunities in the offshore oil and
gas sector and we will continue to expand
our presence in key markets such as Middle East and Indo China. We have been
investing actively in various countries over
the last five years including Saudi Arabia,
Malaysia and Thailand, and soon, Indonesia. We certainly look forward to further
investment opportunities in exciting and
growing markets.”
Said Mr. Francis Wong, Group CEO and
President of Swiber, “Asia and Middle East
remains exciting and we recently launched
Swiber PJW3000, one of the largest Derrick
Pipe-lay Barges in the Asia-Pacific region,
to help strengthen our market share in this
region. This represents one of our most
significant assets and we intend to deploy
Swiber PJW3000 to perform EPIC work in
South East Asia, South Asia, and the Middle East.”

“Going forward, we will continuously explore new opportunities to leverage on our
strong track record and strategic partnerships whilst prudently managing our business operations and cost efficiencies.”

Overall, net profit margin declined
by 10.6 percentage points to 6.5% in
3QFY2010, as compared to 17.1% in
3QFY2009.

Cumulatively, Swiber’s earnings and
revenue for the nine months ended
Other operating income decreased 46.5% September 30, 2010 (“9MFY2010”) was
from US$14.5 million in 3QFY2009 to US$30.4 million and US$313.8 million
US$7.8 million in 3QFY2010, mainly due to respectively.
the drop in number of transactions as most
of the vessels under sale and leaseback The Group maintained a strong balance
have been delivered.  
sheet with a healthy cash position of
US$106.8 million. Net debt to equity
Administration expenses increased by stood at 0.86 times as at September 30,
20.7% to US$10.4 million in 3QFY2010 2010 as compared to 0.84 times as at
from US$8.6 million in 3QFY2009 mainly December 31, 2009.
due to a one-off expense incurred for the
IPO of Swiber’s subsidiary, Kreuz Holdings Swiber’s basic earnings per share,
Limited and an increase in business devel- based on its 3QFY2010 results, was
opment costs, staff related costs, higher 1.4 US cents from 3.2 US cents in
office and administrative expenses to sup3QFY2009, while net asset value per
port the Group’s business expansion.

Other Performance Review

share rose to 64.0 US cents as at SepOther operating expenses increased to tember 30, 2010, from 58.9 US cents
US$10.0 million from US$1.1 million main- as at December 31, 2009.
ly due to changes in fair value of financial
derivative embedded in the US$100 million
5% Convertible Bonds issued in 4QFY2009
of US$4.7 million. Net foreign losses increased by US$5.1 million for 3QFY2010
due mainly to the unwinding of cash flow
hedges and the depreciation of the US Dollar against the Singapore Dollar.

Share of profit from associates and joint
ventures declined 76.9% to US$454,000,
due to joint ventures experiencing operating deficit during its initial stage of operations.
Finance costs was up 55.0% to US$5.7 million in 3QFY2010 from US$3.7 million in
3QFY2009 as a result of the issuance of
the US$100 million 5% Convertible Bond in
4QFY2009.

Growth Strategies & Outlook

Commenting on the momentum in
2010, Mr. Goh added, “We are encouraged by the increasing activities in the
oil and gas sector supported by stable oil
prices. We will continue to look for ways
to unlock the value of our business. The
recent listing of our subsea business sets
a major milestone for us and we remain
excited about Kreuz Holdings’ plans to
expand its range of services through acquisition of new operating assets.”
Swiber’s order book of approximately
US$800 million is expected to contribute to the Group’s result over the next
two years, barring unforeseen circumstances.
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The Cause No Harm philosophy guides Swiber all throughout the execution of
its projects, as well as its activities for the community and it resonates most especially within its walls as the organization strives to provide a safe and healthy
workplace for its people.  On 26 November, Independent Director Mr. Chia Fook
Eng and Training Executive Ms. Feiri Yenna received the Bronze award for Swiber at the Singapore H.E.A.L.T.H. (Helping Employees Achieve Life-Time Health)
Award 2010 ceremony.
Getting this recognition is no mean feat as various health & wellness initiatives
such as health talks, health screenings and fitness training programs should be
in place for one whole year, in order to qualify for the award.  This year’s main
focus was the inter-department competitions designed to optimize the use of the fully equipped
Swiber gym.        
Launched by the Health Promotion Board (HPB) in 2001, this annual national award recognizes
organizations with commendable Workplace Health Promotion (WHP) programs that are in line
with HPB’s goal of advocating a healthy lifestyle.

Last Octobe, Swiber conducted a series of tests and talks
in its smoking cessation campaign. Soon after, a bowling
tournament, movie therapy for Anxiety Management and
health and fitness screenings were conducted among others. All such activities successfully executed were geared
towards helping employees develop awareness and take
initial steps towards a healthy lifestyle.

Coming
Coming Up...
Up...

The first half of the year 2011 has more of these activities in
store for Swiberites:
Incredible Race Swiber Edition
Building Skills for Mental Well-Being
8 Weeks Nutrition Campaign
Movie Therapy

21 Jan 2010
24 Feb
Mar- Apr
26 May

The Swiber Health and Fitness Committee is
spearheaded by Training Executive Feiri Yenna.  
It consist of health minded Swiberites from all over the company.  
They are dedicated to coming up with programs in order to maintain
the physical and mental well-being of all Swiberites.

Hosts D and D, Deepak
and Dorcas

Turning back time from the Rock n’ Roll 50’s, the Swinging 60’s, Disco 70’s, Feel Good 80’s,
Funky 90’s and the 21st Century, it’s a showdown of the best of the decades in Swiber’s
2010 Christmas celebration.
It’s that time of the year again and the
Swiber Christmas programs just keep on
shining brighter.  This year’s guest celebrities were 1st runner up of Singapore
Idol S3 Ms. Sylvia Ratonel and actress
and radio DJ for Class95FM Ms. Vernetta
Lopez.   Sylvia opened the program with
a heartfelt rendition of “Swiber Dream,”
a vocally powerful debut performance
of the Swiber company song which is an
original composition.   Vernetta kept the
energy level up as she hosted the entire
“Dig My Decade” competition with her
engaging sense of humor and quick rejoinders.
Starry - starry Night
Swiber’s very own talents cannot be outshone as the stunning duo; Group Legal
Counsel Mr. Deepak Kingsley and Events
Executive Ms. Dorcas Yim hosted the  first
part of the program at the Mezzanine.
With the theme “Starry Starry Night,”
the Mezzanine and the Auditorium were

live performance of the Super Mario Brothers video game, the Kreuz Subsea Penguin’s
VP-studded 50’s number, to the sexy single
ladies of the Newcruz Swifts, it was one entertaining night.  
The Corporate Services Eagles proved why
they are the king of the birds of prey as
they swooped down the championship title with their perfectly synchronized dance
interpretation of the 1980’s hits Footloose
and I Need a Hero among others while the
SOC Cranes pounced out of nowhere and
took off with the 1st runner up title for
their uproarious medley of the 70’s hot
releases by the Village People, Abba, etc.  
Coming in third was the Newcruz Shipyard
Seagulls for their ingenious performance of
the 60’s billboard toppers Pretty Woman,
My Girl, etc.
It’s back -to-back win for the iridescent
Swiber India Peacocks as they once again
showed their rich colors and culture in
their Bollywood dance. The Swiber Brunei

•Emerald Award for Respect – Donnabelle Llagas, Planning and Control Engineer for SOC
•Topaz Award for Affirmation – Roy Yap,
General Manager for NOM
•Ruby Award for Determination – Maxim D’ Souza, Accountant for Swiber
Middle East
•Diamond Award for Excellence – Tan
Mui Na, Accounting and Finance Manager for Kreuz Subsea
• Pearl Award for Cause No Harm – Ed
Farmer and The Swiber Conquest Crew
and Joseph Chen and the Swiber Brunei
Team.

Sylvia Ratonel

Vernetta
Lopez

Kreuz Penguins

Ms. Zhong Hui, Lip Hiong and
Lina of Project Metamorphosis

PAPE Super Mario performance

Newcruz Swifts’s as K-pop stars

Fun, Surprises and Wishes
We are spoilt for choice with all the fun
activities  to be had such as the Photo
Wall contest where Swiberites submitted their best group photos to win a
prize, caricature corner where everyone got a chance to have their very own
caricature drawn, and the photo booth
where people can get their pictures in-

Pretty women

A Starry Christmas for Swiber
turned into a constellation of sparkling
shimmering star decors.  But none shone
brighter than the Swiberites themselves
who were all dressed to the nines – representing the fashion and icons from the
different decades. This is in conjunction
with the “Dig My Decade” Group talent
competition where the different teams
performed musical productions of the
songs popularized during their chosen
decades. There were six live performances from the Singapore office and not to
be outdone, the four overseas offices
sent in their pre-recorded entries, to the
delight of many.
Dig My Decade
Each team were in it to win in the “Dig My
Decade” competition.   From the unique
and hilarious PAPE Engineering Heron’s

Kingfishers toughened it up with their Kung
Fu Fighting music video, Swiber Indonesia
Hawks showed us the one that they want
in their 70’s “Grease” adaptation while  
Swiber Middle East Falcons proudly paid
homage to   their flag in their FIFA World
Cup song’s video.
Swiber’s Gems
It’s a growing collection of the company’s
precious and elite group as the 2010 Swiber’s Gems were recognized:  
•Sapphire Award for Trust – Alok Gupta,
Operations Manager for Swiber India and
Stefan Justin, General Manager for Swiber
Indonesia

stantly printed for free.
Another special part of the program
is the Project Metamorphosis.    A few
months back, over 100 Swiberites enrolled in a special diet program to lose
weight.   Out of all participants, three
stood out by losing more kgs.  Lina Megawati - Asst. Senior Finance Manager,
Shen Zhong Hui - Admin/HR Manager
for  NSE and Goh Lip HIong - Asst Senior
IT Manager   were treated to a make over and shopping spree for shedding
weight by as much as 16 kgs and successfully keeping it off.

Yin Pei and Joey
Independent Directors
Mr. Yeo  and Mr. Chia

Corp Services Eagles’
performance

Deepak and Lina
Ms. Zhong Hui

Male and Female Stars of the
Night Fhebe and Chee Hung

Ms. Zhong Hui and Pearlyn with OD and
Sook Yee

But it was during the “Wish upon A Star” part of the
program that the true spirit of Christmas and the
heart of Swiber were demonstrated as Executive
Chairman Mr. Raymond Goh called out the fortunate Swiberites whose wishes came true that night.  
For two weeks prior to the party, a star shaped box
was placed at the Deck and the Newcruz Shipyard
lobby for Swiberites to write in and drop their wishes, knowing that Mr. Goh will only grant one wish. To
everyone’s amazed delight, Mr. Goh granted not just
one, or five but  an astounding 22 wishes!   
Apart from this, fabulous raffle draw prizes were
also given away, courtesy of the generous Swiber
friends and partners.  It was truly a night to remember and by far the most fun and meaningful Christmas in Swiber.

By:  Michelle Catapang
        NSE Document Controller
model workers
Alvin awarding

Throughout the year, we can find many reasons to celebrate,
varying between holidays, birthdays, and special events but the
end-of-the-year party has always stood out from the rest. With
all the tasty food and beverages, fun and games, I always enjoy
and look forward to the festivity and camaraderie that only the
yuletide season can bring.
As 2010 had been a particularly productive year for NSE, we had
so much more reasons to celebrate.   Last Dec. 17, 2010, NSE
hosted a dinner for its staff and workers along with their family
members and significant others.  We maintained the blast from
the past theme of the sixties decade inspired by the recently
concluded  Swiber Dig My Decade.
Everyone enjoyed the BBQ buffet with its mouth-watering aroma wafting throughout the tentage.   Not only were the food
delicious, the upbeat music helped set the atmosphere for mingling and having a good time.   Everyone was in high spirits and
we were treated to another performance by our fellow Seagulls
who representated NSE and placed 2nd runner-up in the “Dig
My Decade” competition during Swiber’s Christmas Party.  Such
lively performances and fun games towards the end of dinner
definitely provided memorable entertainment to all.
In true NSE tradition, the first part of the program was a recognition of the outstanding workers who showed remarkable
dedication with their perfect attendance and hard work setting
themselves as “model” workers of NSE.   They were awarded by
none other than our GM Mr. Stephen Church, Newcruz CEO, Mr.
Darren Yeo, Admin/HR Manager Ms. Shen Zhong Hui  and NSE
Production Manager, Mr. Alvin Tan.

Hosts Pearlyn and
Benjamin

Cute Enzo
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For the first time ever, our Lucky Draw was exclusive only for the
workers and all of us couldn’t be more happier for them.
Many companies have decided to cut back on such festivities
and I count myself very fortunate indeed that we still have the
opportunity to experience such wonderful events.  Planning the
Year End Party is a true team effort and a great source of collaboration and creativity. Thanks to our Organizing Team, the
evening ran smoothly and was enjoyed by all!

NSE workers enjoying the

program

Take a look at the photos!  All in all it was a great time!

To view more photos visit My Swiber
intranet Mediahub at:
http://myswiber/PhotoGallery.aspx
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The food, the spirits,
the parties....it’s a festive
holiday season all over
Swiber.

Newcuz D and D (Dinner and Drinks!)

Colleagues and special guests gathered at the Tawandang Microbrewery located along
Dempsey Hill to attend the Newcruz Party. The restaurant which is famous for its freshly
brewed beer imported from Germany was served along with Thai cuisine and great entertainment, that guaranteed much merriment amongst the staff.

New Year Swiber PJW3000

Those onboard the Swiber PJW 3000 vessel were delighted with a sumptuous meal, ranging
from a rich array of cakes and other treats. The crew ate with gusto, as everyone came together to usher in the New Year.

Christmas at Swiber Supporter
Christmas at Swiber PJW3000

No expense was spared as the food was in great abundance, bringing
with it the feeling of Christmas spirit all around.
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New Year at Swiber Supporter

In this celebration, the chefs reined in
and went for the traditional “Media
Noche” feast but oh the suckling pigs
are definitely an all-time favorite!

Donning Santa Claus holiday hats, the crew aboard the Swiber
Supporter couldn’t wait to dig in and eat the delicious Christmas feast. The chefs really outdid themselves with their mix
of traditional and unique gastronomic creations!  

Work hard, play hard!  Why not?  
These SOC Cranes spend their days
flying to and fro offshore fields
ensuring efficient execution of
projects and staying on top to win
more contracts that their party is a
welcome and well-earned breather!

SOC
Luau
On 13  November 2010,  the SOC group held
their family day at Samundar Bar, Sentosa.  
Basking in the tropical ambience, their luau
themed party was wildly fun and enjoyed
by all.   

Top: With around 95% male members,
it’s no wonder why these macho men
bravely tapped into their feminine side and
dressed up as females all in good fun.  
Bottom: A luau is never complete without
vibrant colors, flower prints, leis and pretty
ladies with beckoning smiles!

SOC President Mr. Ed Gedeon addressed
the group together with Group CEO and
President Mr. Francis Wong

Like daddies like kids, the young
ones refused to be outdone and
showed off some moves

Who would have thought that a seemingly   artless  “Bring Me” game would evoke teamwork
and bring out the fierce and competitive side of
the Eagles?

When
the
Eagles
Cruise
On 12 November 2010, the Corporate
Services Eagles got a taste of the high life
as they enjoyed a dinner cruise at Marina.
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After the program naturally came
the no-holds-barred dancing  which
lasted for hours.  

With fun games to play, some karaoke
singing, foods aplenty and lots of photo
opportunities, the party was a rave with
a little bit of pitching and rolling which
was hardly felt because of the leisurely
speed of the yacht.

Everyone enjoyed the sumptuous buffet spread and delicious barbecue at the
deck of the yacht.   

Passing by Swiber PJW3000 anchored
near Sentosa, everyone shouted themselves hoarse until one by one, the clueless crew came out and sportingly returned the exuberant greeting.
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Thirty two Swiberites were nominated for this prestigious award,
all of them outstanding in their field of work, all of them big
names in Swiber.
This year’s batch of “gems” is ostensibly
copious compared to last year’s. Some hail from as far as the
Middle East and India, all belonging to different business units,
but their exemplary embodiment of Swiber’s TRADE
values and CNH philosophy brought them
together. In this special feature, some of them share about what
they felt upon receiving the award and what the
recognition means to them.

Emerald Award
for Respect
Donnabelle Llagas - Magana
Planning and Control Engineer
In her words:
I felt my heart beat faster when I read the list of nominees.  
I double checked if I read wrongly.   It was such a blessing
from God and a wonderful gift as it was my birthday (22 Nov)  
when I learned of it.  It all seemed surreal and I got convinced  
that I  wasn’t dreaming when some colleagues started calling
to congratulate me on being nominated.
Getting nominated is an accomplishment in itself and I
would still have been happy and proud even if I didn’t get
the award.   All the other candidates are highly qualified and
well known.  I even picked out the names of whom I thought
would get the award.
Swiber’s Gems is one of the most prestigious award that the
company offers and it’s a great privilege to be among this
elite group.  I can’t help but to cry  tears of joy and I know

Sapphire Award
for Trust
Alok Gupta

even my close colleagues cried when my name got called. It was a
very heartwarming and unforgettable moment.  This award serves
as a challenge for me to strive harder, to be more responsible, mature, dedicated and to live by the spirit of a Swiber Gem just as the
award entails.   Words are not enough to express how grateful I
am. Thank you for believing in me and for giving me the opportunity to grow professionally.
Swiber’s Gems is more than a recognition of the contributions,
hard work and exemplary performance.   It will serve as an inspiration and motivation for all the staff to accomplish tasks and responsibilities in the highest professional standard.  

Operations Manager, Swiber India
“For the last 5 years, Alok has consistently showed tht he can perform, he can be
trusted, not only he is looking after our major marine operations in India, looking
after our JV, Swiwar vessels but he is the man to look after all Swiber interest in
India”
- Darren Yeo
  CEO Newcruz
“As an Operations Manager, Alok lives by the Swiber Gold Standards, he is cost
conscious and has an eye for detail.”
- KG Remesh
  VP India

Topaz Award
for Affirmation
Roy Yap

General Manager, Newcruz
In his words:

Sapphire Award
for Trust
Stefan Justin

General Manager, Swiber Indonesia
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“Stefan has a good reputation in marketing and offering
our services to the oil companies in Indonesia.
In 2010 we bid for seven projects and he submitted our
bid documents several times just to ensure that we will
not be disqualified.   I expect that he will be an inspiration to the rest of the staff in Indonesia.”
- Capt. Hendrik Purnomo
   VP Indonesia

My first reaction on being nominated was, “This can’t be
true! OD must have made a mistake?” I was actively nominating for our colleagues, as well as getting Darren to endorse for the other nominated candidates. So it came as an
even bigger surprise to see Darren on the screen!
It was a great honor for me to receive this award, especially
amongst the other big names whom were nominated. I feel
very appreciative that Swiber is a place that recognizes its
employees hard work and dedication.
I want to give a big “Thank You,” to all those whom had
nominated me. I would like to emphasize that without the
support from each and everyone on the team, there never
could have been a success story A special thanks to Darren

for having believed in me, and providing the team and I the support whenever we needed it the most.
I had read this saying from somewhere before, and thought that
it speaks true about being a Swiber Gem. “Each and every one of
us is made uniquely different and we are to apply our gifts to the
area most suited. A leader’s job is to create an environment so that
such a gift can flower.” After having read that, I’ve been incorporating it into my work life ever since.

Ruby Award
for Determination

Pearl Award
for Cause No Harm
Swiber Conquest
Edgar Farmer

Barge Superintendent

Maxim D’ Souza

In his words:

In his words:

Being nominated made me very pleased, especially because my supervisors saw my capabilities and wanted me to be a candidate for the Swiber Gems Award.

Office Admin Manager, Swiber Middle East

I have been employed with Swiber since October 2009. From
the first day of my employment, I have considered the staff
and Swiber as being part of my extended family. I try to keep
in mind the company’s values and goals, and this positive attitude has always helped me work diligently and productively
for Swiber.
When I heard that I was one of the 32 nominees, I was overwhelmed with joy and was so exuberant that my hard work
had been recognized. My decisions are always well supported
by Mr. Ed. Gedeon & Mr.Taj; their constant nurturing and feed-

back has been an excellent source of learning for me, and this
continuously encourages me to heighten my performance. My
colleagues are also supportive of my decisions and understand
that I strive to deliver the best. This award will act as a constant
reminder that hard work always pays off!
I thank all those who nominated me; I am really privileged to
work with all of you.  To have been chosen as a Swiber Gem is a
distinguished honour – To be acknowledged not only within my
region of work but also within my company is very meaningful
to me. Thank you very much and I hope to win again and again!

To be selected made me feel very grateful and honored at the same time.
I would like to thank them all for their cooperation and guidance that I have received while
I have been working with Swiber. It’s what has made it possible for me to received a Swiber
Gem Award. Being selected as a Swiber Gem, is not something that I achieved on my own,
it is due to the partnerships and wholeheartedness I receive everyday from my fellow Swiberites.
Receiving the award has most definitely made me feel more of a part of Swiber, and fuels me
to strive even more in the future.

Pearl Award
for Cause No Harm

Diamond Award
for Excellence

Swiber Brunei
Joseph Chen

Tan Muti Na

Vice President

Accounting and Finance Manager
In his words:
I was so shocked and surprised, because I never think I would
be nominated for such award. When my colleagues told me
that I was nominated for the Swiber Gems, I thought they
were just joking with me.

I would like to say a BIG thank you to those who nominated
me and recognised me.  I really appreciate their kindness. You
make me feel that “I am SOMEBODY, not NOBODY in Swiber
and Kreuz Big Family”

Well, all the nominees deserve the award, everyone of us are
working hard to achieve Swiber and Kreuz’s Goals and Objective. I always told myself, once you are nominated, you are
already the winner, regardless you are the final winner or not.
We are blessed and should be thankful to the person who
nominated us.

I feel very proud and honoured to be selected as the Swiber
Gem, and it is truly one of the most unforgettable and memorable event in my life. I will continue to strive for the best and uphold Swiber’s and Kreuz’s philosophy and values in the future.

“Team Brunei has been continuously excelling every year and this has
been the best so far.   Everyone has to learn from them, with the way
they set up and improve and do even better than the previous year and
the way Brunei Shell has appreciated their performance.  I think Team
Brunei is one of the best group not only in Swiber but in the offshore
industry as well.”
-Nitish Gupta
CEO, SOCS

Mohd Bayzuie, Project Direcotr accepting the
award for Swiber Brunei

“Brunei just got awarded for 3Million man hours free of TRC and that is
a tremendous achievement and it showed the team’s commitment to
safety.  Without the leadership of Joseph Chen, honestly, I don’t know
what we will do in Brunei.  Congratulations and keep it up“
- Francis  Wong
  Group CEO and Group President
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Seeking Emotional Excellence
We have talked a lot about emotional
intelligence and how everything we do
should come from the heart and that in
turn, will lead us to the Emotional Excellence we seek within our company.

Expanding
Consciousness
Scientist have identified that the universe in which we live, originated out of nothing and exploded through “The BIG BANG”
some 13.7 billion years ago, into what we experience today,
So it would be good to think about this: what sort of intelligence
brought this about; what sort of power would it have taken; how
much love would have been generated to produce such an amazing phenomena as the Universe we live in?  Now there is something interesting to contemplate!!
Some call this Source, Consciousness, which gave rise to all that
exists. There are many names by which this Source goes by, but
for the purpose of this exercise, we will call it Consciousness –
that which is aware. It has no gender, no time, no space or position, but is everywhere and in all places at once.
Now if this consciousness exists everywhere, in everything and
everyone and at all times, it must exist in you and me!! Nothing
can be exempt from it, if it exists everywhere, it cannot be something outside of us.
This Consciousness exists beyond time and space, which is very
hard for the human mind to grasp, as we have been conditioned
to a world of duality, hot and cold, good and bad, day and night,
man and woman, etc. In order for Consciousness, (another name
for it is Oneness), to experience itself, it has to have duality (Twoness) and it is through this duality, that Consciousness experiences itself and grows.

We have to become aware of our true
nature, in order for this Consciousness
to express itself through us. We have to
move beyond the smallness of our limited perspective and see ourselves not as
separate, superior or fearful beings, but
part of the whole field of Consciousness.

As we become more aware through our life’s experiences,
we become aware of this Consciousness within us, quietly growing and expanding. In essence we are becoming
aware of our own awareness.
The more we contemplate this, the more we focus some
attention on this Consciousness; the more it grows. It is
the intention and will of Consciousness to express itself in
the world, through us, through everything we do, through
everything we think and through everything we say.
In effect, we become a conduit through which Consciousness can flow and imprint itself on the world.
And it all starts with us. We have to become aware of our
true nature, in order for this Consciousness to express itself through us. We have to move beyond the smallness of
our limited perspective and see ourselves not as separate,
superior or fearful beings, but part of the whole field of
Consciousness.
When we connect with our expansiveness, our greatness,
our compassion and our unconditional love, we are in
alignment with Consciousness and it can flow through us
and make a difference in the world we live.
Are you making a difference?

Rick    							

Advisor to the BOD

When we apply the six heart virtues of appreciation, compassion, understanding,
forgiveness, humility and valour to our
work and life situations, we bring about
more peace, harmony and productivity
within our ranks.
I have always said that work should be fun;
after all, we spend a good portion of our
time at work, so it stands to reason that
if it is enjoyable it will be more rewarding
and interesting. The opposite is also true,
that if we really don’t like the work we are
doing, the people we work with or the

company’s philosophy, then our days are
going to be down right miserable.
So the application of mastering our own
emotions and being able to respond appropriately to other’s emotions will greatly
reduce conflict and raise enjoyment!
Our relationship with each other will also
become stronger and as a result, we will be
able to achieve more.

So you see, there is benefit in developing
an emotionally excellent company for everyone and together, as this amazing year
draws to a close, we can forge ahead into
2011 and beyond.

If you have already received the training in
Prof Yong’s Emotional Excellence, then perhaps at this juncture, it would be an ideal
time to revisit the process and brush up
on your technique, ready to catapult your
company to the next plateau of excellence?

If you look at where this company
Tally ho from the heart!
has come in such a few short
years, you will readily see that
Rick 					
none of our successes could
		
have been possible, without the
strong bond of healthy relationships permeating our ranks.

Cause No Harm
through Positive Thinking
Did you know that science has now verified that we create our own reality, something the sages of old have been telling us
for ages.

Let us explore how this relates to Cause No
Harm, particularly to ourselves:

So look around you – do you like yourself?
Do you like the life you are leading?
Is your life filled with the people or things
that you want, or is it filled with the exact
opposite?

• Are you causing harm to yourself, with
negative thoughts, low self-esteem, punishing yourself with blame, shame or regret?
•
Are you feeding your addictions,
knowing full well they are not healthy for
you?
•
Are you making choices that are
not enrichening your life, but sapping your
energy and consuming your time?
•
Are you dwelling on past upsets
and suffering?
•
Are you constantly wishing the
past were different, knowing that
it cannot be changed and you should just
move on?
•
Are you not looking after your
health, hygiene and general well
being?

Only you can tell, but I can tell you this –
your outer world is a reflection of your inner world and if you don’t go within, you
go without!

These are a few examples of how we can
sabotage our lives with negative thinking,
which will sure enough; show up in our
day-to-day living.

What we think, creates the world we experience, so it makes sense to choose
those thoughts that are life enhancing,
rather than the ones that pull us down
and make us feel depressed!
It should be clarified here that random,
one-off, thoughts have little impact on
our lives, but those consistent and repetitive thoughts, either positive or negative,
will manifest as real issues in our lives.

By Cause No Harm to ourselves, we mean,
cultivating a positive attitude, thinking
positively about ourselves and bodies, and
doing things that will aid our survival and
enhance our life.

When we Cause No Harm to ourselves,
our life becomes a reflection of the caring,
compassion and understanding we have
for our selves and that becomes a stepping
stone to helping others – but that is another topic to be discussed later.
“Be the change you wish to see in the
world” – so said Mahatma Gandhi.
Are you up to being that change?

Rick

The Swiber Teams
by Devonne Edora

The 2010 Swiber Christmas celebration was filled to brimming with new and exciting activities,
recognitions and announcements. One of them was the launch of the new Swiber teams. As the number
of associate companies grows, the previously 6 Swiber teams are now 11 and still counting. The teams

were named after birds because they are one of God’s most inspiring creations and their unique traits and
features aptly matched the make-up of each Swiber team..

Swiber Corporate Eagles

NSE Seagulls

Throughout history the eagle has always
been a symbol of respect and strength.
The wings of an eagle are built to be long
and broad, which enables them to not
just ‘fly’ but soar through the air. While
they do this they scope their territory
for sight of food. Swiber Corporate, figuratively ‘soars’ as they oversee all the
inner and outer workings of the company. They epitomize Swiber’s vision to
push forward and inspires the rest of the
Swiber family to scale new heights.

Vallianz Albatross

Albatrosses have one of the widest and
longest wing spans out of all the bird
species, and it’s their feathered tools
that help them make it through the
rough winds out on the ocean.  Braving
the rocky seas the albatross never gives
up no matter what the circumstance.
Rarely taking the time to rest on land
the albatross’ goal is to accomplish its
task as quickly as possible.The members
of Vallianz exhibit the same valiant and
efficient behavior like the great Albatross.
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SOC Cranes

Cranes’ long necks make them one of
the tallest species of bird, giving them a
very distinct appearance. Unlike other
birds who tend to live mostly with their
flock, cranes are more solitary in nature
which induces them to be much more
hardworking in gathering food. Examining every possibility, the SOC group are
akin to the crane because they employ
the crane’s diligence into their work ethic, which has become a formula for the
success of their team

Swiber Indonesia Hawks

Strong and powerful birds, Hawks are a
force to be reckoned with. With an acute
sense of sight, they can pinpoint their prey
and fly at record breaking speeds catching
their food in one full swoop. The Swiber Indonesia Hawks work with the same incontestable efficiency in completing their mission, which make them such an invaluable
asset to the Swiber organization.

Newcruz Swifts

Despite their smaller size, this migratory bird is capable of covering terrain
through the windy north, vast desert,
and across the oceans. Traveling swiftly
and surely through the same incredible
distances, the Newcruz Offshore Marine
fleet holds true to the Swifts’ name with
their ever expanding global presence

Swiber India Peacocks

As the national bird of India, the Peacock bird conveys   royalty, beauty and
elegance. They possess one of the most
unique, colorful and rich plumage in existence, making it a natural stand-out in
the crowd. In the same way, it is hard
not to notice the Swiber India Peacocks’
proud and magnificent presence and
impact in Swiber, with their vibrant and
exuberant nature translating into excellence in everything that they do.

There is a reason why seagulls are well
in number because their resourcefulness in searching for food has evolved
and changed. Seagulls have found ways
to survive even when they’re not living
in their natural habitats. This talent for
exploring newer innovations and alternative options despite daunting environments displays the NSE Seagulls as a
dexterous bunch

Swiber Brunei Kingfishers

Don’t let the diminutive size of the Kingfisher fool you. With their dagger-shaped
bills, they make quite exceptional fishers. They use their quick instincts and
equipped with an impeccable sense of
aim, kingfishers usually never miss their
target. Swiber Brunei exhibits many characteristics as that of the Kingfisher; exercising the same innate intuitiveness that
allows them to always be on target with
their work performance.

PAPE Engineering Herons

The heron usually a non-swimming bird is
still able to flourish even in water banked
areas due to its special hunting technique.
By calculating and observing the positions
of its prey, the heron has an extraordinary
talent of precision. Such calculation and
precision is valued within fields such as
naval architecture and engineering, which
is why Swiber’s PAPE Herons expertise in
those subjects makes them perfect for the
job.

Swiber Middle East Falcons

Being the national bird of the UAE, the falcon is an important part of their history
and culture. This bird of prey may have a
fierce looking demeanor however falcons
are known for their fast aerial adeptness,
which is why its species is so successful
at capturing their prey in one stroke. The
Swiber Middle East falcons apply this focused mentality towards producing quality
production for the company.

Kreuz Penguins

Penguins may seem to be an unusual entity among the bird family due to its inability to fly on air, instead they “soar”
in the ocean depths. Penguins are astonishingly agile. Their swimming looks very
similar to other birds’ flight in the air.
Spending their time part on water and
part on land, and having such a versatile and can-do nature best describes the
Kreuz Penguins.   

Swiber
Teams
always
soar!
To view each team’s videos visit My Swiber
intranet at:
http://myswiber/Swiber_Teams.aspx

It 's Great to be..

NEW SWIBERITES
Newcruz Offshore Marine

Donnabelle Llagas Magana
Planning and Control Engineer

Husband: Rex
Date of Wedding: 18 December 2010

Swiber Offshore Construction
Rohit Gupta

Siti Suhaila Binte Suliman

Pipeline Engineer

Swiber Offshore Marine
Chuah Mei Yuen

Accounts Assistant, Accounting

Technical Admin Assistant

Han Chee Juan

Project Manager, Project

Eloisa Lolos Ignacio
QA Assistant

Lee Woon Yoong

Part-Time Café Helper

Tan Siew Wah (Irene)
Zapanta Riza Berame

Administrative Assistant

Koh Chong Eng, Vincent
Senior Technical Manager

Kedar Lagvankar

Payroll Executive

General Manager(Project
Offshore Operations

Horiyala Madaiah Prabhakar

Eng Wei Ting

Accounts Assistant

Senior Interface Manager

Offshore Engineering Resources

Lu Juan

Personal Assistant - SOC

Jiang Feng Yi

Date of Birth : 14 December 2010

Ong Chong Han

Newcruz International

Proposal & Estimation Engineer

Lim Gim Lai, Albert
Director

Lim Ngee, Joyce

Manager, Commercial Support
Newcruz International Pte Ltd

Arif Affandi

Structural Draftsman

PAPE Engineering
Kreuz Subsea

Tan Chee Seng

Proposal Coordinator

Robert Catalin Pila

Engineering Manager

Sta. Maria Marilyn Rivera
Personal Assistant

Chia Wee Leng

Assistant Assets Executive

Mohd Hairi Bin Abdul Hamid
Junior Naval Architect

Jhoan Ching Calalan
Receptionist, Admin

Vallianz Holdings

Siddhesh Prabhu

Administrative Assistant

Senior Proposal Coordinator

Edmund Lim Teck Hwang
Finance Manager

Lee Yeow Chuan

Vyan

Date of Birth : 16 November 2010

Equatorial International

Shemrly Wijaya

Business Development Engineer

Goh Ai Li, Alice

Account Assistant
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We love these photos so much that for this issue its...

SHOTS OF THE MONTH

Do Ti La So...IT heirarchy

Send Engel back to the 70’s please

Newcruz wonder beauties

Savvy Adrienne flanked by the NSE’s “The Temptations”

Fawning over a pretty woman

Send Chris back to the 50’s too

www.swiber.com

Swiber’s version of Madonna
and Axl Rose

Proud and true!  Our Indonesian colleagues supporting
the Swiber Hawks

True Metamorphosis

